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Middle School Term 2 Effort Awards

Huntington – Jason Finnie, Principal of Gateway Regional Middle School in Huntington, is pleased to announce the awarding of the school’s Quarter 2 “Excellent and Good Effort Awards”

Grade 6 – Excellent Effort
Kelsie Engwer, Meghan Gilman, Natalie Loiselle, Kaitlyn Maynard, Reeghan Morawiec, Joseph Pisani, Grace Plumley

Grade 6 – Good Effort
Tess Boissonault, Alexi Bonenfant, Jennifer Bouchard, Dylan Buckman, Elizabeth DeBarge, Zoe Dziedzic, Jackson Harding, Kailyn Hawley, Matthew Kadzik, William King, Paige Krupa, Sarah Loomis, Abigail, Madru, Angela Magyar, Andrew Nedeoglo, Ellizabeth Paquette, Reese Pritchard, Anna Sakaske, Dalton Savoy, Thomas Serafino, Jared Small, Ryan Tacke, Chase Thayer, Sawyer Wilkinson, Emily Wing, Alexandra Zajko

Grade 7 – Excellent Effort
Cecelia Balboni, Natalie Brown, Jordyn-Michelle DuBour, Laura Dudukal, Sean Forgue, Hailey Krassler, Jacob MacLeod, Nancy Mueller, Lucy Pitoniak

Grade 7 – Good Effort
Elijah Albitz, Rachael Austin, Hunter Boisseau, Liam Bowler, Tori Brakey, Cole Chapman, Shane Cooper, Olivia Dame, Nevaeh Damon, Aaron Gallagher, Edward Harding, Christina Harris, Zander Hicks, Nevaeh Judson, Olivia Kanner, George LaMountain III, Gage Laurie, Liam McKellick, Andrew Minchuk, Madison O’Connor, Audrey Saalfrank, Carson Savery, Matthew Serafino

Grade 8 – Excellent Effort
Allison Berge, Rebecca Boszko, Chloe Govoni, Nicole Hannigan, Ariana Marchese, Katrina Nakaya, Stephanie Paiva, Leah Santiago

Grade 8 – Good Effort
Zachary Ames, Leo Balboni, Preston Coffey, Shamus Crane, Samuel Frechette, Laine Gardner, Anastasia Glukhova, Paul Goretskyi, Connor Hourihan, Nicholas Jacob, Kayla Judson, Adaline Kopacz, Grace LaMountain, Ryan Morin, Michelle Peloquin, Landon Richard, Nathan Small, Branden Thompson, David Vasilchenko, Dakota Whitaker

Students who have earned the School Effort Recognition Award have received comments from their teachers on their report cards which indicate that they display positive work habits, complete their work consistently on time, are prepared and attentive in class and are motivated to achieve.
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